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Recommendations to the Preston Capes Village Hall Management Committee
Background
At the last Village Hall AGM held on 4th August 2021 a sub-committee was tasked with
reviewing the Governing Document (GD) and making recommendations to the Management
Committee (MC) as to what changes, if any, might be desirable.
There was also considerable doubt as to which version of the current GD was the valid one,
following suggestions to change the 1981 original made at the 2007 AGM, and confusion as
to which version was held by the Charity Commission. The sub-committee was asked to
investigate this.

Findings
After investigation, it transpires that the version of the GD held by the Charity Commission,
and thus the valid one, is the 1981 original document. The changes suggested in 2007 were
never formally made, even though the MC seems to have been working to a draft drawn up
based on these.
The subcommittee sought advice from Northamptonshire ACRE as to our current position
and the legality and desirability of making the kinds of changes suggested in 2007. In
particular, the role and definition of “Trustee”, the role of Representative Members as
opposed to Elected Members, the role of Co-Opted Members, and generally how legally to
make changes to the Governing Document.
The result of this consultation is the following. Firstly, points that are a legal requirement
and that therefore must be done; then some recommendations for changes to the GD.

Legal Requirements
1. The current legal Governing Document is the 1981 original version NOT the 2007
suggested draft.
2. All members of the MC, whether elected, appointed representatives or co-opted, are
Charity Trustees in law. All are equally responsible for the running of the charity. (The
MC shouldn’t be worried about this putting off potential MC members. People must be
prepared to take responsibility for the decisions they take part in making.)
3. All Trustees (as above) should be registered on the Charity Commission web site and
also with the CAF Bank as part of their legal requirements.
4. All Trustees should sign the minute book at the beginning of their Trusteeship. (If a
minute book does not exist or cannot be found, one should be started.) All should also
sign a Trustee eligibility form confirming they’re not disqualified from acting as a Charity
Trustee.
5. Each Representative Trustee is a single designated individual; there is no possibility of
“substitution” at a particular meeting (or for any other purpose). A change may only be
made by the original representative resigning and the organisation putting forward a
new representative.
6. Ordinary meetings of the MC are not public events like the AGM; the public have no
right to attend.
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7. The GD can be changed under Section 280 of the Charities Act 2011. This allows for
simple administrative changes. The MC would do this. As our charity has no
membership list, there is no need to present or vote on these changes at an AGM or
EGM.
8. A paragraph should be written for each change, that amends the 1981 GD, and each
should be voted on and agreed by the MC. The agreed changes should then be
uploaded to the Charity Commission website.

GD Suggested Changes
The GD is a well-constructed one and there is no particularly urgent need to change it.
However, we would suggest the following to clarify and bring certain aspects up to date.
-

As we have difficulty in attracting Representative Members, we should increase the
number of Elected Members to (e.g.) “at least three and up to five” rather than exactly
three.
The Cricket Club is now defunct, and its Representative Member should be removed. A
letter from the outgoing Cricket Club captain should be sought confirming this and kept
on file.
Para 19 (4) makes no sense and should be redrafted to define a sensible quorum, such
as “half the Members or three Members whichever is the larger”.
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Terms of Reference
Preston Capes Village Hall Charity is identified as the Project Sponsor.
To appoint and agree a sub-committee of volunteers to be drawn from those attending the
AGM viz:
Andrew Bracher(AB), Mike Delacoe(MD), Roger Elkin(RE), David Grahamslaw(DG),
Heather Wilson(HW)
The primary remit of the sub-committee being to assess the status of the Governing
Document and recommend prioritised solutions to resolve any non-compliance issues.
The scope of the review commences with the Governing Document ”Sealed with the Charity
Commission 8th September 1981 [Ref 379(S)/81]”. Sometimes referred to as ‘The 1981
Document” See References.
The end of scope should be a revised, accurate, legal Governing Document approved by the
Charity Commission and ready for presentation at the 2022 AGM
The end of scope is to deliver to the PCVH Management Committee (MC) a set of prioritised
recommendations which, when actioned and adopted will fulfil and resolve any noncompliance issues and ensure a revised, accurate, legal Governing Document which can be
updated by the MC for approval by the Charity Commission.
Out Of scope – Land & Premises. There is an ongoing matter concerning the Village Hall
land and premises This is an entirely separate matter and rests completely with the Village
Hall Management Committee and is outside the scope of this review.

Method of approach
Preston Capes Village Hall Charity is identified as the Project Sponsor.
- Confirm the sub-committee membership; nominate a Chair and Secretary (minutes)
- Determine the current situation with representatives of at least the following:
o The Charity Commission
o ACRE {Action with Communities in Rural England)
o Daventry Volunteers – Local Opportunities
o Other areas identified during the review which are considered within scope.
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Appendices
Minutes
1

Inaugural Meeting. - Tuesday 26th October 2021 @ 17.00
Venue: Preston Capes Village Hall
Present
AB: Andrew Bracher (minutes)
MD: Mike Delacoe
RE: Roger Elkin (chairman)
DG: David Grahamslaw
HW: Heather Wilson

2

Agenda
Terms of reference
Election of chairman
Summary of current situation
Outline of options / general discussion
Meeting close

3

Terms of Reference
At the last AGM of the PCVH Charity held on 4th August 2021 it was
revealed that the Constitution had not been reviewed for some time.
There was even doubt, expressed by some present, that the current
Governing Document was even valid.
It was agreed by the members that a sub-committee should be set up,
separate from the Management Committee (but to include a
representative Trustee) to consider this matter and report back to
Charity members.
The membership of the sub-committee was decided at the AGM as
those present listed above.

4

Election of Chairman
It was agreed that the chairman should not be an existing Trustee. AB
proposed RE to be chairman, seconded by DG. This was agreed
unanimously.
AB volunteered to take the minutes.

5

Summary of Current Situation
The current situation was summarised. The current Governing
Document is in doubt. The following documents are available:
-

The 1981 version of the Governing Document.
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-

Minutes of the PCVH AGM held 24th July 2007, signed 16th December
2009, at which it was proposed to make changes to the Governing
Document.
A one sheet summary of the proposed changes, with handwritten
comments presumably made at the AGM by the minutes secretary.
A letter from Mike Eves(ME) to the Charity Commission dated 6th
January 2009, enquiring as to the procedure for making Governing
Document changes.
ME’s proposed changed Governing Document, presumably attached
to the letter.
A reply from the Charity Commission describing the procedure to
make changes.

Recent enquiries at the Charity Commission have revealed that the
Governing Document they hold is the 1981 version. No changes were
notified. The letter to the Charity Commission and their response
appears to be as far as it went.
For the Management Committee, the necessary next steps would have
been to incorporate the proposed changes into an amendment to the
1981 Governing Document, and present this, along with a resolution to
adopt it, for voting on at the next AGM / EGM. Apparently, this had not
been done.
However, the Management Committee has been operating to the 2007
proposed version of the Governing Document since that time.
The 2007 document introduces the idea that three Trustees are
separately elected and have sole responsibility for the running of the
Charity. This is at odds with Charity Law, which states that all elected
members of a Charity’s Management Committee are equally liable for
the running of the Charity. This matters because the smaller group is
making decisions which all members would be legally responsible for as AB put it, “a legal nonsense”.
6

Outline of Options / General Discussion
The options available were discussed.
The simplest was seen to be to revert to the 1981 Governing Document.
This requires no further contact with the Charity Commission. It was
agreed that there was nothing much wrong with the 1981 version. All
members of the Management Committee would be regarded as
Trustees and should be added to the PCVH page on the Charity
Commission website and notified to CAF bank as required.
Due to concerns expressed at earlier PCVH meetings, that the
responsibilities of being a Trustee may be regarded as too onerous and
prevent many sitting on the Management Committee, those
immediately affected should be asked whether they would have a
problem with this.
Action AB: to ask those affected and report back.
A second option was to incorporate some or all of the 2007 proposed
changes, or at least those legally possible, and follow the Charity
Commission procedure for adopting these. It was felt that most of the
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detailed changes actually come down to the same thing, the altered
role of Trustees. However, it was agreed that a detailed comparison of
the 1981 and 2007 documents should be carried out.
Action AB: to carry out a detailed comparison of the documents and
report back.
Whatever is decided, some of the 1981 document was seen as out of
date and in need of revision. For example the Cricket Club no longer
exists and so is no longer in need of a Representative Member.

Action AB

Action RE,
HW, AB,
DG, MD

Action all: consider what changes are necessary.
MD said that he had approached a representative of ACRE and told
them of our position and they had offered a meeting to discuss. It was
felt by RE that whilst all offers of help may be welcome, it should be
requested at the appropriate time. For example, they are not legal
experts. When we have done more work ourselves it should become
clearer where offers of assistance may be required.
A particular problem was seen as the status of the Representative
Members. They are not elected, but rather appointed by their own
organisations. If they are not elected then they are not Trustees in law.
But if not, then they probably shouldn’t vote in Management
Committee meetings. It was felt that this was one area where ACRE
may indeed be of some help, as this situation is presumably not
uncommon and they may have come across a precedent.
Action DG: to distil relevant points regarding Representative Members.
HW also thought that Carella Davies at Daventry Volunteers may have a
perspective on this and may have an arrangement for Associated
Members.
Action HW: enquire with Carella Davies as to the status of their
Associated Members.
7

Meeting Close
The Meeting closed at 18.30.
The next meeting is set for Tuesday 9th November 2021 at 17:00 in the
Village Hall.
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Meeting - Tuesday 9th November 2021 @ 17.00
1

Venue: Preston Capes Village Hall
Present
AB: Andrew Bracher (minutes)
MD: Mike Delacoe
RE: Roger Elkin (chairman)
DG: David Grahamslaw
HW: Heather Wilson
2

Agenda
Minutes of previous inaugural meeting 26th October 2021
Matters arising
Review of legal ownership of VH land
Review role, purpose, appointment of Trustees
Review role, purpose, appointment of Representative Members
Consider need for external help / advice
Any other business
Meeting close

3

Minutes of Previous (inaugural) Meeting 26th October 2021.
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted unanimously with
one small amendment.

4

Matters Arising
The action items from the previous meeting were discussed:
AB reported that he had informally asked the existing Management
Committee members not currently regarded as Trustees whether they
would have any problem being Trustees. They had said that they would
not.
AB had produced and circulated a document detailing the differences
between the 1981 and proposed 2007 Governing Documents.
All had read the circulated information.
DG had circulated a copy of the ACRE document information Sheet 40 ñ
Village halls, governing documents and title deeds, suitably marked up to
draw attention to sections relevant to our case.
HW reported that she had consulted Carella Davies (CD) at Daventry
Volunteers, and CD felt that ACRE would be the best place to look for
advice about Representative Members, but that if further advice were
needed, she could enquire further.

5

Review of Legal Ownership of VH Land
MD informed the meeting that the Management Committee had some time ago
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agreed a proposal by Mike Eves (ME) to change the Custodian Trustee
from the Parish Council to the “Official Custodian for Charities” (a
corporation created by statute to hold land on behalf of charities).
MD reported that ME had progressed this matter as far as he could. It
would now need to be completed by the current Trustees. MD was
agreeable to taking over this task.
MD reported that the land does not appear to be registered with the Land
Registry and this needs to be done as well, including the creation of an
accurate map showing the boundaries of the land.
Action MD
6

Review Role, Purpose, Appointment of Trustees
This topic was discussed again, both in the light of the documents
circulated and the Charity Commission web page for our charity which
shows three trustees and six volunteers. RE expressed the view that this
was inaccurate. MD said that this was not information that we had
entered explicitly, but rather auto-generated by the web-site in response
to our annual return.
It was agreed that this possibly misleading view would be fixed as a result
of our deliberations once the full membership had decided on the
preferred course of action.
DG read through the sections of ACRE Information Sheet 40 he had
marked up and explained their significance. The meeting discussed how
these might apply to our case.
AB said that the way forward seemed to be to prepare a set of
amendments to the 1981 Governing Document, so that these could be
presented to the membership at an AGM or EGM for consideration and
voting, in accordance with the Charity Commission guidance laid out in
booklet “The essential trustee: what you need to know, what you need to
do (CC3)”
Although this work could perhaps be started, it was felt by the meeting
that this would be better done after a meeting with ACRE.
ACRE :Action with Communities in Rural England. Described via their web
site as a national charity that has been around since 1987, speaking up for
and supporting rural communities. A network of county based local
charities supporting members with the knowledge, skills and connections
needed to improve their community.
AB felt that certain changes in the 2007 proposal had merit and should be
included in any case, for example a sensible meeting quorum lacking in
the 1981 original, and to remove the Representative Member for the
(now defunct) Cricket Club.

7

Review Role, Purpose, Appointment of Representative Members
This topic was discussed again and agreed to be one of the most difficult
areas. Representative Members would almost certainly not want to be
regarded as trustees, with the responsibilities that that brings. And as
they are not elected, but appointed by their organisations, they could not
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be anyway. However, it is then doubtful that they should have the same
voting rights on committee as elected members.
It was felt that this was a matter that ACRE might provide assistance.
8

Consider Need for External Help /Advice
Following on from previous discussion, it was felt that ACRE could answer
questions on:
-

The role of trustees and the apparently odd arrangement for these
in the

proposed 2007 Governing Document. If this was judged to be impossible
then this matter could finally be laid to rest. - The role / voting rights of
Representative Members.
-

The necessity (or otherwise) of changing the Custodian Trustee.

MD was tasked with setting up a meeting with ACRE, whether physical or
on Zoom,
at the earliest opportunity.
9

Action MD

Any Other Business
There was no other business.

10

Meeting Close
The Meeting closed at 18.10.
The next meeting is set provisionally for Tuesday 23rd November 2021 at
17:00 in the Village Hall but may change as a result of any scheduled ACRE
meeting.

Subsequent to this meeting contact with ACRE resulted in a ZOOM enabled meeting held
on December 7th with the Sub Committee meeting rescheduled to December 14th 2021.
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Meeting - Tuesday 14th December 2021 @ 17.00
1

Venue: Preston Capes Village Hall
Present
AB: Andrew Bracher (minutes)
MD: Mike Delacoe
RE: Roger Elkin (chairman)
DG: David Grahamslaw
Apologies
HW: Heather Wilson
2

Agenda
Minutes of previous meeting
Matters arising
Review of ACRE Zoom meeting
Next steps: recommendations to Management Committee
Any other business
Meeting close

3

Minutes of Previous Meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted unanimously.

4

Matters Arising
The action items from the previous meeting were discussed:
MD reported that he had been contacted by the solicitors who are now
gathering all the necessary information to proceed with the Land Registry.
The land plan has been prepared and is ready.
MD reported that no further progress had been made with the transfer of
the Custodian Trustee. He suggested it prudent to wait until the above
work was complete before proceeding. All agreed.
A Zoom meeting was arranged and held on 7th December 2021, attended
by AB, MD and DG. This was discussed under the next agenda item.

5

Review of ACRE Zoom Meeting
The salient points from the Zoom meeting were presented and discussed:
-

The current Governing Document is the 1981 version. The changes
proposed in 2007 were never made.
It is a well-constructed Governing Document and there is no need
to change it if we don t want to.
If we do want to change it, we should do so under Section 280 of
the Charities Act 2011. This allows for simple administrative
changes.
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-

-

-

-

-

6

The Management Committee (MC) would do this work. As our
charity has no membership list, there is no need to present or vote
on these changes at an AGM or EGM.
The MC should write a paragraph for each change that amends the
1981 Governing Document, and each should be voted on and
agreed. The agreed changes should then be uploaded on the
Charity Commission website.
Representative Trustees and Co-Opted Trustees are Trustees just
like elected ones. Once on the MC all are equal and share equal
responsibility for the running of the charity.
We shouldn’t be worried about this putting off potential MC
members. People must be prepared to take responsibility for
decisions they take part in making.
Each Representative Trustee must be a single nominated
representative for the year. No substitution is allowed.
MC meetings are not public meetings like the AGM. The public
have no right to attend.
All Trustees should sign the minute book at the beginning of their
Trusteeship.

Next Steps: Recommendations to Management Committee
As the responsibility to make changes to the Governing Document lies with the MC
the role of our committee now is to make recommendations to them,
including:
-

Informing them of the points from the ACRE meeting.

-

Highlight actions that must be carried out due to Charity Law, such
as the registration of all Trustees on the Charity Commission
website.
Recommendations for changing the Governing Document.

-

Recommendations for changes to the Governing Document were
discussed. It was felt that these are likely to be relatively few, but might
include:
-

-

Increasing the number of Elected Trustees to up to five rather than
exactly three. - Decreasing the number of Representative
Trustees to three, with the removal of the now defunct Cricket
Club.
Clarity on what the quorum for MC meetings should be.

It was felt that a draft of these recommendations could now be made.
With specific reference to the Cricket Club, proof that the club indeed no
longer exists should be sought by the MC before making this change, for
example a letter from the previous club secretary.
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7

Further clarity was also felt necessary as to what the role and rights of
members elected to fill a casual vacancy were, as described in section 6.4
and 11.
This was perhaps another question for ACRE.
Action MD
Any Other Business
There was no other business.

8

Meeting Close
The Meeting closed at 18.15.
No date was set for the next meeting pending completion of above action
items.
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Meeting. - Monday 24th January 2022 @ 19.00
Venue: Preston Capes Village Hall
Present (Review Sub-Committee)

AB: Andrew Bracher (minutes)
RE: Roger Elkin (chairman)
DG: David Grahamslaw
HW: Heather Wilson
Apologies (Review Sub-Committee)
MD: Mike Delacoe
Present (Management Committee)
RB: Rachel Bracher
RH: Rachel Hale
JW: Jill Whitwell
Apologies (Management Committee)
PB: Peter Bull
GH: Gerard Hoare
2

Agenda
-

3

Presentation of recommendations to the Management Committee (MC) by the
Governing Document Review Sub-committee
Discussion on the above
Any other business

Presentation of Recommendations to the Management Committee
(MC) by the Governing Document Review Sub-committee
(see AGM held 4th August 2021)
In accordance with its Terms of Reference handed down at the VH
AGM the sub-committee had investigated the situation and produced
a number of recommendations, under the following categories:
-

Matters of Charity Law that must be followed.
Recommendations for changes to the Governing Document.

It should be noted that the ongoing matter of the Village Hall Land and
Premises rests solely with the Management Committee and is outside
the scope of this review.
The best source of relevant information was ‘The Essential Trustee’
published by the Charities Commission and available on the web at no
charge. It is comprehensive yet well written in layman’s language.
The help and constructive advice provided by ACRE (Action with Communities in Rural England)
was acknowledged. This had clarified many issues and provided cost saving guidance.

The first item addressed the fundamental question of which version of
the Governing Documents prevails. The Charity Commission has
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confirmed that the 1981 version is considered to be the definitive
version for legal purposes.
The substantive requirement from the Charity Commission, from which
much of the guidance follows, was that all members of the Management
Committee, whether elected, appointed representatives, or co-opted, are
Charity Trustees in Law. All are equal, and all are equally responsible for
the running of the charity.
A number of recommended changes to the Governing Document were
presented, along with the appropriate way to make such changes.
4

Discussion
The various recommendations were reviewed, and actions identified together with
those responsible for pursuing the actions.
RECOMENDATONS

ACTION(S)

4.1

All MC members, being trustees, should be registered on the
Charity Commission website, and also CAF bank notified.

MC asap

4.2

All trustees should sign the minute book at the start of their
trusteeship, i.e. as soon as is practicable after each AGM. In the
absence of a Minute Book then one would need to be
established along with the defined procedure.

MC

All trustees should also sign a trustee eligibility form and
declaration that they are not disqualified from acting as a Charity
Trustee. A suitable example form was available from ACRE.

MC by
next AGM

Ordinary meetings of the MC are not public events. The public
have no right to attend.

MC to
ensure a
workable
process
exists

4.3

4.4

It was questioned, then, how events which involve volunteers as
well as trustees could be planned and managed.
The best way to achieve this was felt to be to appoint a subcommittee to organise each event. The organisers may not be
trustees, but could be invited to attend meetings when the event
was being discussed.
4.5

From next
meeting

The mechanism for changing the Governing Document was
MC as and
deemed to be adequate and covered by following section 280 of when
the Charities Act, which allows for simple administrative changes. required
An independent review by ACRE had found the existing 1981 GD
was excellent of its type with no significant compelling reason to
make changes.
To make changes, a paragraph should be written for each
change, which amends the 1981 GD. This should then be voted
on and agreed by the MC. The agreed paragraphs should then be
uploaded to the Charity Commission website.
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4.6

Representative Trustees to be named individuals who cannot be
changed for the purposes of a particular meeting, i.e. the role
cannot be delegated.
If they resign part way through the year the resultant vacancy
may be filled by a new individual appointed by their organisation.

4.7

One suggested change was, as it was proving difficult to attract
Representative Members, to increase the number of Elected
Members to e.g. “at least three and up to five”.

MC as
required

4.8

Another suggested change was to remove known defunct
Representative(s) e.g. The Cricket Club. Where possible, written
authority from the organisation concerned should be gained
before such a change was carried out.

MC as
needed

4.9

It was recommended that the paragraph defining the necessary
quorum was unworkable and should be replaced at the earliest
opportunity by a practical solution.

MC with
some
urgency

Those present from the Management Committee indicated approval of the
Recommendations as reviewed by this meeting.
The Recommendations should now be tabled for discussion and approval at the next
meeting of the Management Committee.
The MC meeting should identify the procedure for sign off / acceptance and adopting
these changes to the Governing Document as the agreed way forward.
5

Any Other Business
There was no other business.

6

Meeting Close
The Meeting closed at 20.15.
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References
ACRE (Action with Communities in Rural England)
Described via their web site as a national charity that has been around since
1987, speaking up for and supporting rural communities. A network of county
based local charities supporting members with the knowledge, skills and
connections needed to improve their community.
ACRE produces detailed information and advice used by its members to support the
volunteers who managed England’s 10,000+ rural community buildings. This is a
comprehensive list of resources specifically for village halls which can be purchased from
ACRE on request.
https://acre.org.uk/publications-resources/#5
39. Village halls and Incorporation (Sept 2013)

Daventry Volunteer – Local Opportunities
Daventry Volunteer Centre (DVC) has been a registered Charity (No: 802879) since 1990
with NCVO Quality Standards Accreditation. The work of DVC is based around NCVO's 5 core
functions for Volunteer Centres and the Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS)
Membership of DVC includes around 300 local not-for profit-organisations.
Our members are offered capacity building support (funded through Daventry District
Council) plus good practice information and advice, information on the DVC website, regular
e-bulletins including consultations, funding information, and access to free or low cost
training opportunities, the quarterly DVC Newsletter, and membership of the Daventry VCS
Forum.
http://daventryvolunteers.org.uk/about-us/

The Charity Commission
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/list-of-charity-commission-cc-guidancepublications
The essential trustee: what you need to know, what you need to do (CC3)
Charity emergency appeals: starting, running and supporting charitable emergency appeals
(CC40)
Link to PCVH on Charity Commission web site.
https://register-of-charities.charitycommission.gov.uk/charity-search/-/charitydetails/282040/what-who-how-where

Original Governing Document_8Sep1981.pdf inserted here.
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